COOKIE POLICY

the party responsible has access when the user connects to their website.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Although this policy has been
translated into English language, the Spanish version of the
policy shall take precedence. Only the Spanish language
shall be the official, controlling, governing and recognised
language of all documents of the ALUDEC GROUP. In the
event of any dispute between the Spanish version and the
English version, the Spanish version shall prevail.

According to the purpose for which the obtained data is
processed:
 Technical Cookies: These are necessary for the use
of the website and the provision of services.

This document provides information regarding cookies in
general, and those used by ourselves in particular.

 Customisation Cookies: These allow the user to
access the service with predefined general characteristics based on a series of criteria in the user’s terminal
(language, type of browser...).

I. GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT COOKIES
 Analysis Cookies: These enable the monitoring and
statistical analysis of the behaviour of all the users on the
websites to which they are linked.

What are cookies?
‘Cookies’ are small, zipped text files that allow us to store
data specifically related to the user’s device while they are
visiting our website.

 Advertising Cookies: These facilitate the management of advertising spaces on the website, application or
platform from which the requested service is provided.

A cookie is a small file that is downloaded onto the user’s
computer/smartphone/tablet when accessing certain
websites to store and retrieve information on the terminal
equipment among other functions, it facilitates the storage
and retrieval of information related to a user’s browsing
habits in order to offer an improved service. The information
obtained through cookies is anonymous and does not allow
the user’s identity to be disclosed.

 Behavioural Advertising Cookies: These cookies
store information on the behaviour of the users obtained
through the continuous observation of their browsing
habits, which allows them to develop a specific profile to
display advertising based on it.
How are Cookies to be managed?
In most cases, a website can be accessed even if it has
been deactivated in the browser or the use of cookies is not
accepted.

Types of Cookies
Depending on the entity that manages the domain from
which the cookies are sent and processes the data obtained, two types can be identified:

Website browsers often allow the user to disable cookies,
limit them to specific web pages, or set their browser to
notify them when a cookie is inserted. They can also be
deleted at any time from the computer’s hard drive (file:
‘cookies’).

 Own Cookies: These are sent to the terminal equipment from our own equipment or domains.
 Third-party Cookies: These are sent to the terminal
equipment from an equipment or domain of another
collaborating entity

Please note that normally in these cases there will be limitations to the page layout and user interface.

According to the length of time they remain stored in the
client’s browser, they may be:

Almost all browsers allow some control over most cookies
through browser setting parameters.

 Session Cookies: These are activated while the user
accesses the website or for the provision of the service
requested.
 Persistent Cookies: These are stored for a certain
period of time in the user’s terminal equipment, to which
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To obtain more detailed information about the cookies
installed on your computer and how to manage and delete
them, click on the link corresponding to your web browser:
Edge

Internet Explorer 11

Google Chrome

Mozilla Firefox

Google Android

Opera

Internet Explorer 7 and 8

Safari

Internet Explorer 9

Safari Mobile

II. SPECIFIC INFORMATION REGARDING COOKIES WE
USE ON THIS WEBSITE
Cookies help determine how often our web pages are
visited and by how many users. For example, web analytics
techniques are used to assess the number of visitors to the
various pages and sections of our Website, their interactions
and the duration of their visits, place of entry and exit, to try
to improve our content and its engagement capacity.
We use ‘customisation cookies’ to facilitate browsing
through the website in different languages, as well as to
verify the integrity of the data submitted by the user in the
forms.

Internet Explorer 10

We use ‘session cookies’, which are stored exclusively
during the user’s visit to one of our Internet pages.

Additional information is also available on the following link:
All about cookies.

‘Persistent cookies’ are also used to retain information about
users who repeatedly access one of our Internet pages.
The purpose of using cookies is to be able to offer the user
an optimal user interface and recognise them each time
they log on to present a variety of websites (as many as
possible) and new content.
In general, a personal profile of their online activities is not
created.
A persistent cookie’s content is limited to an identification
number.
The user’s name, email address, IP address, etc. are not
stored on most of our websites.
There are some exceptions:
‘Google Analytics’ Cookies: These cookies use the user’s
IP address as a recognition mechanism but do not identify
them as an individual.
Cookies collect information about how visitors use our local
websites; they use that information to compile reports and
help improve local websites.
Further information regarding ‘Google Analytics’ can be
obtained in the Cookie Table below.
As an option to guarantee user privacy, the user can install
the Google Analytics disabling plug-in for browsers on their
browser.
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ALUDEC cookies’ table
Detailed information about all the cookies used in ALUDEC
websites can be found in the table below.
Domain aludec.com
Own Cookies
Cookie Name

Type of Cookie

Description / Purpose

Supplier

Expiration date

aludec

Session

Generated by the application server when a user
session is created on the website

ALUDEC

2 hours

aludec_cookies

Customisation

Cookie for acceptance of the Cookie Policy

ALUDEC

1 year

Third-Party Cookies
_ga

Analysis

It is used to distinguish users

Google

2 years

_gid

Analysis

It is used to distinguish users

Google

24 hours

_gat

Analysis

It is used to limit the percentage of requests

Google

1 minute

Analysis

SKnow how to browse our website in order to
learn the origin of visits and other statistical data.
This information is anonymous, and we only need
it for statistical purposes (Click here for more
information)

Google

Analysis

Perform a statistical analysis of user browsing
in several website’s versions to measure the
efficiency of design changes (Click here for more
information)

Google

Google Analytics
(__utma, __utmb,
__utmc, __utmz)

Google Analytics
(_utmx)

From 30 minutes
to
2 years

18 months

Changes to Cookie Policy
We recommend that you review this Cookie Policy each
time you connect to our Website. ALUDEC reserves the
right to modify its content.
In any event, ALUDEC shall notify or announce the new
content and the dates on which these terms are reviewed,
in order to inform the users.
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